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AND RINGE-MOMENT PMUMEWERS FOR FULL-SPAN
ELEVATORS ON HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES
Robert S. Swanson and Stewart M. Cratiall
SUMMARY
A limited number of lifting-surface-theory solutions
for wings with cho~wise loadings resulting from singleof
attack, parabolic-arc camber, and flap deflection are
now available. These solutions were studied with the
purpose of determining methods of extrapolating the
results in such a way that they could be used to deter-
mine lifting-surface-theory values of’the aspect-ratio
corrections to the lift and hinge-moment parameters for
both angle-of-attack and+flap-deflection-type loading
that could be used to predict the dwaracteristtcs of
horizontal tail surfaces from section data with sufficient
accuracy for engineering purposes. Suoh a method was
devised for horizontal tail surfaces with full-span
elevators. In spite of the fact that the tlmx?y involved
is rather complex, the method is simple to apply, and
may be applied without any knowledge of lifting-surface
theOrys
A comparison of experimental finite-span and section
.
values and of the estimated values of the lift and
hinze-moment Parameters for three horizontal tail surfaces
was”rnade to p~ovide an e~erimental
method suggested.
INTRODUCTION
verification of the
.
.
One OS the problems for which lifting-line theo~
has proved inadequate (see reference 1) is that of esti-
l mating the hinge-moment parameters of finite-span control
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surfaces from section data. In reference 1 for which
e~ertmental data were available for three cases~
satisfactory additional aspect-ratio corrections to the
hinge moments of ailerons caused by ohordwise loading
due to angle of attaok could be dete?nnined by means of
lifting-surface theory.
.
.
Since the publication of refereme 1, considerably
more seotion and finite-span (tail surfaoes and ailerons)
hinge-moment data have beoome available, and In all eases
the slope of the hinge-moment curve against angle of
attack (measured at small angles of attack) could be
predioted with satisfactory aocuracy from the section
data by means of the ltfthg-surfaoe-theo~ aspect-ratio
oorreotions. Although the lifting-surface-theory aspeot-
rati.ocorrections were determined from a linear tieory
and thus apply only to the range of angles Or attaok near
zero, they are extremely valuable for def~ng the stiok-
fome gradient for the important high-speed ease ati are
necessary for estlmath.g the stiok-free stability
charaoteri.sties.
.
No lifting-surface-theory soluttons were available,
however, for wings with chordwise loading due to flap
deflection. In order to obtain at least one such solution,
an electromagnetic-analogy model (reference 2) of an
elliptic wing of aspect ratio 3, with the chordwise
loading corresponding to that ot a O.~-chord plain flap
in two-dimensional flow, was constricted and tested
(reference 3). In order to check the aspect-ratio correc-
tions, determined from the results of the tests on the
electromagnetic-analogy model, a semispan wing of the
same plan form, same flap-chord ratio, and of the
NACA o(X)9 airfoil section was constructed and tested
in the Langley 4,-by 6-foot verttoal tunnel. !l!heresults
of these tests are reported in referqnce 4.
.
—
—
—
As will be shown (see ‘Experimental Verificationll)
the wind-tunnel tests provided a satisfactory check of
the lifting-surface-theory aspect-ratio corrections both
to the variation of hinge-moment coefficients with respect
to angle of attack and to flap deflection.
Lifting-surface theory appeared to provide an accurate
method of predicting finite-span characteristics from .
.
l
..
.
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section data. It might, however, be msny years before
sufficient lifting-surface-theory results will be
available to determine the corrections for any PIW
form or flap-chord ratio because so many variables are
involved. The lifting-surface-theory aspect-ratio cor-
rections were determined for elliptic wings; howevery
they apparently could also be applied to unswept wings ~
of other plan forms (see reference 1), even to the
rectangular wing as indicated by the data of reference 5.
That iS, the hinge-moment slopes near zero angle of attack
and zero flap deflection wezepredicted satisfactorily
for the rectangular wing of aspect ratio 3 by use of
theoretical results for the elliptic wing of aspect
ratio 3.
3
The effect of the chord of the flap on the lifting-
surface-theory aspect-ratio corrections was still to be
determined; therefore, an electromagnetic-analogy’rn”del
of an elliptic wing of aspect ratio 3 with elliptic
chordwise as well as elliptic spanwise loading (approxi-
mately circular camber) (reference 3) and an ellip%ic
wing of aspect-ratio 6 simulating a steady roll were also
tes’ced (reference 6). A study of lifting-surface-theory
results available (elliptic wings of aspect ratio.z with
angle-of-attack loading, 0.5-chord-flap loading, and
parabolic-arc camber and an elliptic wing of aspect
ratio 6 with angle-of-attack loading and steady-roll
loading) was made and certain c.onsisten.tiesin the
results were observed. From these observations. the
methods of extending the results so that they would
provide lifting-surface-theory aspect-ratio corrections
OT satisfactory accuracy for engineering purposes were
believed to be practical for horizontal tail surfs-ces“— “
of any flap-chord ratio, of aspect ratios from about 2
to ?,and with almost any plan form provided that the
dihedral, taper, and sweep are not excessive. Insufficient
lifting-sur~ace-theory data are available, however, to
predict the variation of hinge moments with elevator
deflections for part-span elevators.
The actual method of determining lift and hinge-
‘moment parameters from section data is presented herein
in a fairly simple form in llApplication of Method.[l
The theoretical development of aspect-ratio corrections
to lift and hinge-moment parameters for elliptic wings
with constant-percentage-chord, full-span flaps and the
methods used to extend these corrections to other pian
forms are given in ‘tDevelopment of Method.tl
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.
A comparison of the available experimental l?inite-
spar.and section values and of the estimated values of
lift and hinge-moment parameters is made for three horiz-
ontal tail surfaces and is presented in the section
“Experimental Verification@l’
SYMBOLS .-
( )Section liftsection lift coefficient , qcCz
CL
c~
—
uLifitail lift coefficient —qs
csec ion hinge-moment coefficient)Section Mnge momentqcez
elevator hinge-moment coef~icient
()
~’:;:~n)
dynamic pressure *Q+
l
~
p.
a
a.
mass density of air, slugs per cubic foot
angle of attack, degrees ,
angle of attack.for two-dimensional. flow,
degrees —
.
effective angle of attack, degrees
induced angle “ofattack, degrees
—
ratio of maximum ordinate of-a t in p rabolic-
(J
zmax
arc airfoil to its semichord —
c/ —
..
induced parabolic-arc ember
ordinate of thin parabolic-arc airfoil
elevator deflection, degrees
tab def’lecti.on,degrees ~
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aspect ratio (b2/S)
taper ratio
&:tR:J
span of horizontal tail
span of elevator
chord of horizontal tail
chord of horizontal tail at center section
chord of elevator
root-mean-square chord of elevator
chordwise distance from leading edge
spanwise distance from plane of symmetry
area —
center-of-pressure coefficient, location of center
of pressure as a function of the chord
lift coefficient. resulting from a unit smgle-
of-attack deflection Aa over part “of the
tail span
Mach number
hinge-moment factor for theoretical load caused
by streamline-curvature correction (refer-
ence 6)
internal balance factor (ratio of pressure
difference across seal
ence across vents)
experimentally determined
for F to include the
(reference 6 )
to pressure differ-
reduction factor
effects of viscosity
functions to express variation of induced
streamline curvature with flap-chord ratio
‘2 constants -.
JorLesedge-velocity correction factor for lift
;w
Ww
v
r max
a
o
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““.“—
increment *
trailing-edge angle$ degrees
vertical component of induced velocity
vertical component of induced velocity resultin~
from trtillng vortices
free-stream velocity
circulation around tail center section
section lift-curve slope
(.)ac~Cza =- —da0 r),p,ut
(:%),= I(a)cz‘
.
.-
.
a
.* .-
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()achCha = —aa 5,P,(5*
—
The subscripts outside the parenthesis indtcate the
factors held constant in determining the psrameter.
Lifting-surface-theory parameters determined from
lifting-surface-theory solutions of elliptic wings ‘with
two-dimensional chordwise loadings (these parameters ,..j
are discussed when they appear in the report):
.,
ACLSC
CL
induced angle of attack at the
~~c~~~~jift Coeffi
\
Q.~-chord line
cient *.
.—
induced streamline-curvature lift coefficient
per unit section lift coefficient
($[””’($%’6+
-
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induced streamline -curvature hinge-moment
coefficient per unit s;~tion lift ‘-coefficient
[c2)2kJo0’(%’(5Yd(*))
Subscripts:
LL lifting-line theory ‘:
LS lifting-surface theory g
S.v average
msx maximum
f, 5 flap-type chordwise ~oad$ng
b balance
a angle-of-attack-type chordwise loading
Sc streamline curvature :
P parabolic-arc camber cho~dwise loading
e elevator or effective
t tab
811 elliptic
2 determined from two-dimensional loading
condition
A“PPLICATIONO P
GENERAL METHOD
METHOD
The section lift parameters
(c~a, ct~? and
consequently (Wct) and section l~inge-moment-parameters
(
ch and ch
6) are assumed available for the airfoila
---
—.
—
*
—
—.—
--
.-
.-
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sections and flap arrangement of the horizontal tail at
the Reynolds number, Mach number, and turbulence condi-
tions of the finite-span-horizontal tail. The method
accounts for first-order compressibility effects,
provided that the section values of the lift and hinge-
moment parameters are determined at the proper value
of Mach number,
LIFT
The Parsmeter cLa
The slope of the curve of lift coefficient plotted
against single of attack at small angles of attack may
be found from figure 1. The slope CLa is given as a —— ..
function of the aspect ratio A and the “slope of the
section lift curve Czaw
—
Effectiveness parameter ()% CL —
The value of the finite-span effectiveness
parameter
U% CL ()is found from the section values a~ cz
in two steps (from figs. 2 and 3) if the horizontal tail
does not have constant-percentage-chord elevators. - The
effectiveness of elevators that have variable value of
1)the section effectiveness parameter CC5 is found by aC-L
- C~Aa
mechanical integration of the parameter
.
‘“@/Aajm=
presented in figure 2 as indicated by the following
formula: ——
The values of a( ~) are plotted against the value
C+I
Cz
Of ~ctiAajm= forallpoints * along t.e elevator _ -
span, The area under the curve is equal to [)ab c~LL”
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If
()
a~ has a constant value along the elevator
span c1
O%fJ = ()%()~LLL
The corrected lifting-surf ace-theory value ofl (a~)CL
is estimated from figure 3. The procedure is to estimate
the average value of cc/c over theelevator span and
determine the value of
[1
W.Q
()
from figure 3. This
% cZLS
ratio is multiplied by the value of ~(a~)CLLL determined
from the curves of figure 2 or by
The Parameter
The slope cL~ of the curve
.
—-—-
—
—
—
the section value ()ab CL
—
cL~
of lift coefficient
plotted against elevator deflection for small values of’
elevator deflection is equal to the product of CLa
and ()a~ CLY which were found previously; that 1s,
.
HINGE MOMENTS
The Tal?ameter Chu
(2) .
—
The slope Cha of the curve of:hinge-moment coeffi-
cient plotted against sngle of attack at.small angles of
attack may be found with satisfactory accuracy from the
following equation:
l
. —J-
Cha = (“h~)ava[’-(%)L~+~cha)~c (3)
..
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In fi ure 4 are presented values of the parameter
(~i/& Ce
()
l The values of this parameter for ~ = 1.0
% ~z
are equal to ( /)ai a ~~ since a tail surface at an angle
of attack a may be considered a tail surface with a
full-chord flap having a deflection 5.
Values of ()Acha SC are equal to
and cz~ is equal to cl
Ce
wb.en — =
a c
may be found from figures 5, 69 snd 7.
presented values of the par~eter
as a fllllction
ratio factor
values of ()ACh6 so
1.0. These values
In figure 5 are
.-
of A@.l\cL~ Values of the aspect- -
1
are given in
A ~A~= + 4.21) ~~2
.
figure 6 and values of F-~ for elevators with plain
( /)Ce c
(cb = O) and exposed-overhang b~ance Cb in figure 7’(a).
If an internally balanced elevator is used figure ?(b)
and the estimated balance factor B, which is one minus
the seal leakage ratio, should be used. The
average value of cc/c is used if this factor varies
across the elevator span. The value q = 1 - o.0005&.
If the values of cha for the various’ sections
across the span do not vary from the mesh value more-than
about 10 per’cent and the taper ratio of the tail surface
is about 0.5, it will usually be satisfactory to bslY31mate–
()
ch without making an actual spanwi.se integ~atlon~
a av
If the $alues of cha vary more than about 10 percent,
it will be necessary to make an integration to obtain
answers which are sufficiently correct. The following
integral is then used to evaluate cha
() aVa
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.avu=-[eh(-JL;ha.e’ .(;) (4) ~()
Ch
b
(1)aeValues of — are given in fi~ure 8 laeel LS
The parametOr Cha
The slope Ch5 of the curve of’hinge-moment coeffi-
oieilt plotted against”elevator deflection at small values
of elevator deflection may be found with satisfactory
accuracy from the following equation:
where values of
()
ch6 may be averaged by eye if ch
av 6
varies only a small amount or by the following equation
if it varies considerably
1
[
beh()chb ()c, ce’”da= beav _~ 2 6 b/2
beo
The induced-angle-of-attack parameter (./)ai 6 ~S may
(6)
:; determined from figure ~ for_thS_averagevalue
ce/’C.
The following integral is used,for the evaluation
of
()cha avo
*
—
—
.—
.
.
. .—-
*
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Values of the parameter (.i/.iel,)LL may be determined
from figure 9. Values of the streamline-curvature
correction (“%) ., may be determined from figures ~,
6, and 7 by use of an average value of cc/c over the
elevator spanc
The Parsmeter Ch
6t
The aspect-ratio corrections for partial-span tabs
are usually smaller than for full-span tabs. An
analytical method of calculating the corrections is
not available but, according to the data presented in
reference 7, an average reduction factor of O.~0 is
satisfactory; that is
(8)
..
where the integration need be made only across the span
of the tab.
For full-span tabs the aspect-ratio correction is
a little larger and may be computed more accurately by
use of the following approximatimo The ssme reduction
in th3 vdUe of cha caused by aspect ratio (last .—
—
two terms of equation (5)) may be assumed to apply to
chat provided that it is multiplied by the ratio of
the tab-lift effectiveness ()a~t (37
to the elevator-
“
lift effectiveness () Thus ,% Ct”
—
()aatCL’() [()atc~t = Chat-av + .— ()Ch() 1+@h&c (9)a5 6 LS a avCt 6
.
14
where
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-($,)Jwav,+r“+
was determined for the calculation of Ch5 and
DE VE LOPME NT OF METHOD
AVAILABLE LIFTING-SURFACE-THEORY
Analytic Solutions
A complete analytic solution of’the
(lo)
RESULTS
elliptic wing
.-
.
.
has been obtained and presented in reference 8. The -
mathematical methods used were, however, extremely
difficult and it does not seem t-obepracticable to
obtain any numerical answers from this treatmentixcept
for the theoretical slope of the lift curve. The
numerical values of the theoretical lift-curve slope of
elliptic wings as givan in reference,8 are presented in
figure 10 (a section lift-curve slope of 2fiper radian
is used).
Robert T. Jones presented a theoretical correction,
in reference 9, usually called the Jones edge-velocity
correction, for the lift of elliptic wings at an angle
of attack. The lift-curve slope obtained by applying
the edge-velocity correction is given in figure 10.
Jones has also obtained (Unpublished an edge-velocity
correction for the damping-in-roll of elliptic wings.
l
*
Although the Jones edge-velocity correction gives
only about two~thir!ds or the total theoretical correc-
tion to the slope of the lif’t’curve (fig. 10) or to the .
damping-in-roll ~refere~c.e.6), it has several very
.-
—
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practical uses because it is given by such an extremely
simple formula. First, it may be used to calculate the
downwash at the O.S-chord points of the wing. Eecause
the downwash at the O.S-chord points gives the amount of
lift Load which has an angle-of-attack type of chordwise
load distribution (references 6 and 10), this fact is
especially vsluable in estimating finite-span htnge-
moment characteristics from section data- Secondly,
, the same formula that is used to apply the edge-velocity
correction may be used as a reasonable basis of extrapo-
lating other lifting-surface-theory results obtained for
only one or two aspect ratios by use of the concept of
an effective edge-velocity correction factor. (See
reference 6.)
Some studies ”have been made of the posstbllity of
using a ftiite number of ~horseshoen vortices to represent
tk actual continuous loading over the wing. Falkner
has developed (reference 11) a prooedure for laying out
the horseshoe vortices and has-seleoted what he cons~ders
to be the most representative points for conquting tie
downwash for that layout of vo~tioes for wings at an
angle of attack or with continuous camber.
.
Studies with the electromagnetic-analogy method of
making lifting-s,urface-theory calculations (described
‘in reference 2) have indicated that the vortices used to
represent the continuous loading must be layed out very
-carefully in order to obtain the correct downwash,
especially for arrangements with spanwise or chordwi.se
discontinuity.es. A3.SO, Falkner has two layouts only -
slightly different near the tip but which give very
different values of the downwash. Thus it is believed .
that the results of any method using a finite number of
horseshoe vortices must be examined with care. .
Falkner~s layout appears to give fairly satisfactory
accuracy for the calculation of the lift-curve slope for
cases of rather smooth loading- This layout, however,
would probably be unsatisfactory for use for wings with,
~laps or ailerons deflected; at least this case would
require a different layout of the horseshoe vortices
and, therefore, different tables for use in the calcula-
tions . Also , the calculation of hinge-moment aspect-
ratio corrections is considerably more critical than the”‘- +—
calculation of the lift-curve slope. Falknerls results
for the lift-curve slope are also presented in figure 10.
—.
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Semigraphical Solutions
Reference 12 presents a semigraphical method of
determining the downwash for any continuous distribution
of vortices in a plane such as a lif’tlng surfice. Some
of the results obtained by this method are summarized
in figure 11.
Electromagnetic-Analogy Solutions
The electromagnetic-analogy method of solving
lifting-surface-theory problems (reference 2) has been
used to solve several cases (references 2,
unpublished ).
3, 6, and
A summary of some of,these results is
given in figure 11.
.
*..
—
--—
.—
METHODS OF EXTENDING RESULTSOF AVAILABLE
LIFTING-SURFACE-THEORY SOLUTIONS
.
&tending the limited number of lifting-surface-
theory solutions, previously described~ to apP~y tp
other aspect ratios and chord loadings required addi-
*
tional assumptions that would permit the evaluation of
the various lift!ng-surface-theory parameters necessary
-.
for the evaluation of aspect-ratto corrections for
elliptic wings with constant-percentage-chord full-span
flaps.” These assumptions are believed to be sat~sfactory-
according to present knowledge; however~ they will
undoubtedly be modified to some extent as additional
lifting=surface-theory results become available.
The induced downwash at the 0.5 chord line, deter-
mir~edby lifting-surface-theory methods for elliptic
wings of aspect ratios 3 and 6 with angle-of-attack-
type chordw”ise loading, agrees with the downwash of
elliptic wi~s computed by the use of the Jones edge-
velocity correction factor E (refergfice 9). The edge-
velocity correction fa~tor may be used to estimate the
downwash at the 0.5 chord,line of elliptic wings.. The
relation for an elliptic wing of aspect ratio A with
angle-of-attack-type chordwise loadj.ngmay be shown to
be —.s“
.-
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>
()wb =~+l+A(E-l)‘r 84 8max ~
The”first of the right-hand terms A/8 represents the
downwash induced by the bound (lift) vorticity and the
last two terms represent that induced by the trailing
vortices. .
The center-of-pressure coefficient’ CD is assumed
to be the most important parameter with regard to the
effects of chordwise loading. The lifting-surface-
theory solution of reference 3 for an elliptic wing
parabolic-arc-camber chordwise loading may be then
regarded as a solution for a wing with a chordwise
loading corresponding to that of a plain flap of
vsnishingly small chord in two-dimensional flow since
both have the ssme center-of-Pressure location’ ._._
—
with
—
Lifting-surface-theory measurements for elliptic
wings of aspect ratio 3 with various chordwise loadings
show that the downwash induced at the 0.5 chord line
by the trailing vortices is a linear function of the
center-of-pressure coefficient- - (See fig. n(b). ) For
an elliptic wing of aspect ratio A with a chordwise
loading having a center-of-pressure coefficient cP’
the downwash at the 0.5 chord line induced by the
trailing vortices is therefore assumed to be given by
—
—
– ‘;+~841(2-“p)wwb2rm=
.
Ww Tfflrma al
Since ai=~sndcz=— the parameter —
2vb ‘ c1
is then
al
—
[ 1
1 1 +A(E- 1)(1 - ‘Cp)=—
Cz Am
—
(11)
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Streamline-curvature corrections for lift and hinge
momsnt have been developed in references 6 and 10,
The corrections are obtained by sumning, across the wing,
~ (wb/21’ma)
the parameter (a measure of the parabolic-
a(x/c)
arc ca..ber (reference 3)) tines the chord ratio c/c~
for the lift correction or times th~ chord ratio
(/’) 2 for the hi.nge-mom6nt correction.squared c c~
.-
—
These streamline-curvature functions are assumed to
var~ with aspect ratio in the follov{ingmanner for any
chordwise loading:
Jo ?)(x/c)
—
—
o ‘L‘d~ =-Cs b/2 A+K1
where
Then
~ and KH are functions of!the chord loadin&.
ACL
SC=8KL!
.—
cl AmA-I- %“
(12) ‘-
and
“hSc Fq ~ KH
=—
CL (ce/’c)2Am A + K2
By use of the ava~lable lif’ting-sur$ace-theory data,
K1 ai~d K2 were evaluated as 5.69 and 4.21, respectively~
.-
—
-:
.
—
-.
—
—
—
—
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Values of the f’unctIons KL and
‘H are plotted in
figure 12 against elevator-chord ratio C*/C .
As in reference 6, the concept of an effective
edge-velocity correction was used to extend the lifting-
surface-theory results for the slopes of the lift-
curves cLa and CL5. The formula used to evaluate Ee,
which is used for calculating CLa in reference 6, is
Ee = 1.65(E - I) + I
Simtlarly, the effective edge-velocity correction Eef
for elliptic wings with full-span constant-percentage-
chord flaps is
Eef = K(Ee -1)+1 (4)
where K is a function of only the flap-chord ratio.
FORMULAS USED TO CALCULATE ASPECT-RATIO CORRECTIONS
General Discussion
For the problem of predicting the characteristics
o,ffinite-s’pan contr,ol surfaces, it is preferable to
determim’ the lifting-surface-theory solution in the form
of corrections to the simpler lifting-line theory rather
than to make complete analytic potential-flow solutions
such as were obtained in reference. 8. The main ef$ects
ofviscosity can then be included by basing the finite-
span esttiations upon experimentally determined section
data; this method is especially necessary for hinge-moment
estimations l Thus , the only lifting-surface solutions
that may be used for aspect-ratio corrections for hit@e-
moment estimations are those solutions for which the
shape of the surface required to support a given lift
distribution was determined. Corrections to the given
lift distribution may then be determined by calculating
the incremental lift distribution given by a surface
20 NACA TN No. 1175 .
equal. to the difference between the assumed surface and
the calculated surface required to support the original
given lift distriblztion. The changes tn hinge-moment
resulting from this incremental lift”distribution can
then be determined.
Formulas for determining these corrections to the
span load distributions, and rolling= and hinge-moment
characteristics hav~ be6n deveXoped “in connection with
jet-houndary-corre ction problems (reference 10).
These formulas are based on the assumption that the
difference between the two surfaces is equivalent, at
each section, to an increment---ofangle of attack plus an
increment of parabolic-arc camber. The data of refer-
ences 2 and 3 show that such assumptions are justified
since the chordwise distribution of downwash is approxi-
mately linear. Those formulas are based on thin airfoil
theory and thus do not consider the effects of viscosity,
wing thickness, or compressibility. :
viscosity.- The complete additional aspect-ratio
correction consists of two psrtsg The main part results
“
—
-.
—
.
from the streamline curvattire or induced parabolic-arc
camber and the other part results from an additional
increment of induced angle of attack (the angle at the
0.5c point) not de%rmined by lifting-lino Vneory: The
second part of the correction is no~ally small, 5 to
10 percent of the ~irst part of the :corroction. Some
experimental dat-a–indicate that the ,effects of viscosity
and wi~ thicknetis are to reduce the theoretical stresm3,in3-
curvature correction by about 10 pe~c.entfor airfoils
with small trailing-edge angles. ghus , essentially the
same final answer.is obtained whe”ther the cor~ections are
applied in two parts (as should be Qone, S“t”rtctlyspeaking)
or whether they are ,applied in one part but using the
full theoretical value of the streamline-curvature corr”ec-“-
tion. The added simplicity of using a single correction
rather than applying it in two parts,led to the use of
the method.of application of reference 1.
.-
—
—
---
The use of the single correction worked ver~well
for the ailerons of reference 1, which were ailerons
with small trailing-edge angles. ~ the presentireport
it--isdesired to determine the proper aspect-ratio cor-
-. —
rections for tail surfaces with beveled trailing ed@s.
For these cases, for which viscous effects may be much *
more pronounced, the reduction in the theoretical
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streamline-curvature correction may be considerably more
. than 10 percent. Also it may be easily seen that when
c% is positive, the effects of the reduction in the
streamline-curvature correction and the additional down-
wash at the 0.5c point are additive rather than com-
pensating. Although at present there are insufficient
data to determine accurately the magnitude of the reduc-
tion in the streamline-curvatu~e correction for beveled
ailerons, the simplification of applying aspect-ratio
corrections in a single step does not apfiear allowable
for beveled ailerons. The corrections will, therefore,
be determined in two separate parts in order to keep
them perfectly general; one, a streamline-curvature
correction and the’other, an angle-of-attack correction.
An examination of the experimental data available at
present indicates that more nearly accurate values of
the hinge moment resulting from streamline curvature are
obtained by multiplying the theoretical values by an
empirical facto q which is very nearly equal .-
tol- 0..000595, @ being the trdiling-edge angle in
* degrees; however, this factor will doubtless be modified
when further experimental data are available.
Compressibility.- The effects of compressibility
upon the additional aspect-ratio corrections were not
considered in reference 1. First-order compressibility
effects can be accounted for by,application of the
Prandtl-Glauert rule to lifting-surface-theory results
(reference 1~). This method consists in determining the
incompressible flow characteristics of an equivalent
wing whose chords are increased by the ratio l/-7~
where M is the rat”io of the free-stream velocity
to the velocity of sound. Because approximate methods
of extrapolating the estimated lift and hinge-moment
parameters to wings of’any aspect ratio will be deter-
mined, the only estimations necessary are those of the
hinge-moment snd damping parameters corresponding to an
equivalent wing of which the aspect ratio is decreased
by the ratio V==* The es”ttiated par&n6ters for
the equivalent wing are then increased by the ratio
l/~72 .
In most cases the changes in the aspect ratio and
in the lift and hinge-moment
applying the ratios of tir~~e:: :::%%::
simply equivsl~nt to the changes obtained by using a
.-
.—
—-
.._
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value of the section slope of the ~ift curve at the proper
Mach-number. The cotipressibility corrections were applied
in this fashion; that is, by assuming that the section
slope of the lift curve was experimentally determined
at the proper.value of Mach number in all cases except
the case of’tho aspect-ratio extrapolation factor for
streamline-curvature load. (See figs. 5 and 6.)
General Lifting-Surface-Theory Formulas for the
Determination of Aerodynamic Characteristics
of.Elliptic Wings from Section Data
In the present section general lifting-surface-
theory formulas for determining the aerodynamic charac-
teristics of elliptio wings from section data are developec!L
In the section entitled ‘lExtensionof Formulas to Other
“’tmethods of extending theseAspect Ratios and Plan Forms
results to apply to wings other thm ‘elliptic ahd further
details of hhe methods of extending the results to other
aspect ratio’sare presented.
Slope of lift curve
cL6::d1;h::::o:;d ‘:;::;t:nin~three-dimensional flow, the 1
elliptic wing with full-span flap m? constant-percentage
chord if the flow were two-dimensional the wing, in
addition to the flap deflection, must be given an
induced angle of attack ai and an induced parabolic-arc
camber pi. The induced angle of attack ai Is constant
across the span, but the induced cahber 1s not. I.fit
is assumed that a value of ~t weighted in proportion to
the chord cm be used with the slope
cL~ to-give the
camber lift,
In order to calculate the ‘char~cteristics of finita-
span wings from section data the induced sngle of attack
and the induced camber per unit flap deflection for the
tire-e-dimensional lifting-surface load must be known.
The finite-span lift-curve slope
~L5 is then
.
.-
.
-
. . .
—
.
. ,.
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(15)
Because an average value of pi is to be used with . _
theoretical values of CT ,
P
it is convenient to write
the last term of equation (15) as (A~L6)~~ ~q~a-
t~.on (15) may then be written,
CL~ = CZ6
- (%)L:Z. - P’%).. (16)
The induced loads ( /)ai 5 LScZa and ()ACLa SC are
considered as positive quantities and the negative signs
account for the fact they actually are downward loads.
The induced angle of attack for the lifting-sur$ace
load is a function of the two-dimensional flap
load 5CZ5, the induced (negative) sngle-of-attack
—
load aiLSc~a# and the induced (negative) csmber
load ~iL3cZ~; that is,
(=f 5CZ6, -aiL~cza’ -PI CzaiLS )LS ~
The value of ( /)ai 5 LS is then the derivative of the
function f with respect to 5 and
24
where
and
()~(aiLS) . a4’%) Czf
d(%) =
&L~L~
ai
=-—
(?3-q c~ )()Ct aLs a
( )d -CLiTJscZa = I oai-c l—a6Ls
NACA TN No. 1175
As mentioned previously, the induced loads are considered
as positive quantities even though they are actually
downward loads. Thus
.
.-L
—
—
.—
u
w
—
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—
L
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(3..=“~(?)f-(%).:z.(?)a- FC’JSC(’), “7)
.tiilarl y, the induced camber lift is obtained as
(%).c=%.($$)f-C%).:(+’)a
-(%6)J$),
Solving equations (17) snd (18) simultaneously for
@/~jLS and ~ACL5j~C gives
(18)
(19)
.
.
N)
m
Substituting these values in eq~tion (16) gives
slope of lift curve CLa.- If in equation (21) CZa IS substituted for c.tbs
——
CLa for CL5, and a for subscripts f, the resulting expression gives the slope
of the lift against angle-of-attack curve for an elliptic wing; that h
“La
[ ()‘il+c~— acza
(21)
(22)
* a
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Slo e of curve of hinge-moment coefficient against
flap ~ C, .- The hinge-moment parameter
6 Che
of a full-span constant-percentage-chord flap on an
elliptic wing may be expressed by an equation similar to
equation (I-6),
Values of (/)% 6 LS are given by equation (19), and
()‘c% SC
is evaluated by a relationship similar to
equation (20),
(23)
(24)
Slo~e of curve of hinge-moment coefficient aGainst
angle of attack Cha .- The equation for the estimation
Of Cha from section data is obtained by substituting” ~
for ~ in equat~on (23),which gives
Cha
= ‘% - (+)/%+PC%)SC (25)
By the same procedure equation (~) becomes”
9
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Extension of Formulas to Other Aspect
Ratios and Plan Forms
—
Lift-curve slope CLa@- The fot’mula for determining
the slope of the lift curve fr.ornlifting-line theor7
(reference 4) is
fcZaA
CLa =
57*3cLu
A+—
?T
(27)
The values of f present=d in referen.e Q for.
wings of different aspect ratios and taper ratios were
always between 1.0 and 0.98. Since the value o-f Cta
will seldom be known to within 2 percent it is probably
satisfactory to assume f = 1.OO —
The slope of the lift-curve including the Tones
edge-velocity correction is (reference 9), if
Cza = 0.109 per d6gree (2~ per radix),
CL” = O.1O9A
a AE+2
If Cza is not 0.109 the slope of the lift curve with
the Jones edge-velocity correction may be shown to be
-.
—
.
.
-—
—
.
—
*
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CT A
c~a =
57.3c~
Al?!+
(28)
T1’
In reference 6 the concept of an effective edge-
velocity correction Ee was introduced, the value of Ee
being selected such that the downwash met the airfoil
boundary condition w = aV at the Q.75c point. Numerical
values of Ee are given in reference 6. Thus , the final
formula for the slope of the lift curve for small angles
of attack is
.
(29)
In figure 10 is given a comparison of the values
of CLa calculated by this formula and by other
.
theoretical methods for a value of Cta = 0.109 per
degree or 2mper radian.
Effectiveness parameter aa ~~.- According to the()
u
assumpti ons of lifting-l ()ine theory, the parameter aa Cz
is independent of aspect-ratio effects. From lifting-
line theory, the lift due-to the deflection of an
eldvator cLa may be found, thus
(30a)
..
30
or
%.=[k,).t‘(3
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(30b)
where curves of’ c~~a against a may b6 obtained
b/2
from the calculation of the l~ft cbused by the deflec-
tion of ailerons of various spans such as those used in
reference l~o Because
c‘5LL()aacLL- = ,L
aLL
.-
.
Snd
CLaLL ‘2
() :
~L
lllax
equation (1) is obtained
.
.
--
-—
C~Aa
Numerical values of
@L/’Aa~ma
were .calculated fur the
wings of’reference 15 and are presented in figure 2.
Because there is a greater lifting-surface-theory correc-
tion to cLaLL than to cLa there is a lifting-
LL’
surface-theory correction to
()a~ CLLL*
The corrected
..,-
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value of
()aa CL for full-span elevators may be estimated
by computing cL~ similarly to .CL
that is, a
where Eef
determined
()@za% CL
CL5 =
57*3cza
AEef +
IT
from equation (11);
.
is an effective ed~-velocity correction
for flap-type chordwise loadings-. Thus ,
and
57*3c~ a&E.+—
u
TY
Eef +
57*3c~
CI
Tf
(31)
(32)
..-.
The values of the
tion Eef used in the
(%)cL/(%) c, were de termined in the following manner:
effective edge-velocity correc-
determination of CL6 and
-- —
—
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Values of cLa were computed from equation (21) for a
series of flap-chord ratios and .an aspect ratio 30
Values Of Eef were then determined so
section slope of the lift curve of 2w,
equation (21) was equal to
that, for a
%5 given by
The values of’
‘ef obtained in this manner for
various flap-chord ratios were then extended to other
aspect ratios by use of the relationship
as previously suggested. The values of Eef determined
for elliptic wings in this manner are assumed to appl-y
to wings of other plsn forms.
.—
Hinge-moment-angle-of-attack slope Cha l - The finite-
span value of the slope of’the curve of hin~e-momen t
coefficient plotted against angle .ofattack as given by
lifting-line theory 1s
Ch
aLL
1
b9-2
— Ceb
where al is the lifting-line theory value
LL Y
induced angle of attack at each section —
b/2”
(33)
of the
R9fer-
ence 6 shows that the complete value of the Induced
NACA TN
angle of
value of
No. 1175
attack is given by the lifting-surface-theory
the downwash angle at the 0.5c points and that
this value for a wing at-an angle of attack is larger
than that given by lifting-line ”theory. A further
lifting=surface-theory correction resulting frcan tl~e
effective-camber changes must als’obe applied. In the
past the induced angle,of attack has been estimated by
use ,,ofthe Jones edge-velocity correction, smd the
streamline-curvature correction for hinge-moment coeffi-
cients has been used uncorrected for aerodynamic induc-
tion (references 1 and 6). The effect of aerodynamic
induction is to reduce the streamline-curvature load by
a small increment of angle-of-attack-type load. The
final value of streamline curvature is not altered but
the,final value of sngle of attack is. The method
developed in the section ‘tGeneralLifting-Surface-!Theory
Formula for the Determination of Aerodynamic Characteristic
of Elliptic Wings from Section Data!’ takes into account
the change in”induced angle of attack caused by the
streamline curvature.
For tail surfaces of approximately elliptic plan
form, at may be considered constant across the span.
For either rectangular or highly tapered tail surfaces,
aiLL varies markedly across the span. Lifting-surface-
theory results for the downwash at the 0.5c points are
not available for wings other than elliptical; however,
a satisfactory approximation.to the induced angle of
attack may be obtained by calculating the variation in
the induced angle along the span from lifting-line theory
for the particular plan form and bst”imating the addi-
tional lifting-surface-theory induced angle for an
equivalent elliptic. wing of tb-~sam8 aspect ratioc The
variation in the induced angle across the-span is
calculated as the ratio of the induced angle at each
section to the induced angle fo’r the equivalent elliptic
wing, both calculated by means of lifting-line theory~
These calculations were made by the method presentsd in
reference 16.- Two t~es of plan form were considered:
straight taper with square tips and straight taper with
elliptic tips covering 15 percent of the span. The
results are presented in ffgure 9. Thus ,
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.
Cha = 1
be-2
— Oeb
+ ()hCha Sc
For tail surfaces of nearly elliptic plan form (A
between O.~ and 0.6) and having elevators of nearly
constant-percentage chord so that ch is almost
constant, equation (34) may be simplified to equation (3)
Cha =
When ()cha ava
evaluated from
cannot be averaged by eye, it-may be
1be/b() 1Oh =— oha ava be a_~e2 o
b
which is equivalent to equation ()+).’The curves of’
l-(%jLS~-~.L were
()
ae
9 which is equal to 9
‘0ell LS
()
aiell
l-—
a LS
.
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computed by use of values of
b$’a~>~~~l~~’p;~~mwings from figure 4 and values of
figure 9.
( ha)‘Values of AC may be estimated from the
parameter p%) ~A(AvC7+4.2JvCY2
6 sc FqcZ6 /
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for elliptic wings presented in figure 5. (Use curveCe
labeled ~ = 1.0 and substitute Cza for czb~)
Methods for determining the factor
F,
( /)
~ for
Ce c
externally balanced elevators are discussed in refer-
ences 6 and 10 and values are presented in figure 7(a).
Values of the-factor were calculated for internally
balanced elevators and are given’ in figure 7’(b). Values
1
of th’easpect-ratio factor
A(A&7~ + 4 .21)472
are shown in figure 6. The value of q is 1 - 0,000592.
Hinge-moment-elevator-deflection slope Cha.- From
lifting-line theory,
As for the Ch& calculation, lifting-surface-theory
(/) u.values of ‘i 5 LS and the camber correction ()‘ChG SC
must be estimated from the values computed for elliptic
wings (equations (19) and (24)).
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.
The evaluation of aiLS for Ch6 is similar to
1!
its evaluation for Cha . Values of’, ( /)% 6 LS for elliptic
wings may be obtained from figure 1 .by use of an average \
value of c /c over the span of the elevator.
then assume~ that this value may be corrected tol~h~s
proper plan form by multiplying”by the ratio of the
induced anfllealong the span from lifting-line tkory “
for the particular,plan form to the induced, qngle for
the elliptic in from lifting-lime theory.
~iXie~~)LL
Values of
this ratio are preseqted in figure 9
for various plan forms.
It is assumed that the streamline-curvature correc-
tion.
()“h~ SC
may be evaluated ~rom figures 5, 6,
and 7 by use of an average value of ~cc/c 9
()+ Ach~ SC
which is equivalent to equs.tion (~).:
Elevator-hinge-moment-tab-deflection slope Ch5..-
The aspect-ratio corrections to Chbt (the slope of
the curve of elevator hinge moment plotted against tab
doflectton) are from about one-half to one-fourth of
the aspect-ratio correction to -a [ In fact, inc~ l
reference 7 an empirical correlation of the parameter Ch
at
was made that was based solely on ,gegmetric characteristics
(’striptheory) . Because the correlation was satisfactory
.
-9
—
-—
—
—
-
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the aspect-ratio corrections, especially for partial-
span tabs, may be assumed small enough to allow the
variation of these corrections with total-surface con-
—
figuration to be neglected. Thus , a constant reduction
factor of about 0.9 may be used with satisfactory accuracy.
For completeness, however, the lifting-surface-theory
values of the aspect-ratio corrections will be presented
for the case of full-span tabs along with an estimate
of the approximate magnitude of the corrections, For
partial-span tabs the load induced by the tabs on the
part of the elevator to either side of the tab appears
to neutralize a large part of the small decrease in
load which occurs over
“ratio corrections for
thus the larger.
From lifting-line
the elevator apd tab. The aspect-
the full-span tab arrangement are
theory, for an elliptic wing
- (%)LL%).~ha (36)
and from lifting-surface theory, for an elliptic wing
~h = C%
i5~ t - (2).J%)C;QZ+rc%),c
To a first approximation, (ACh/c~)~C ‘nay
—
(37)
be
assumed to be the same for any flap- or tab-chord ratio,
where
(38)
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The expression in the brackets in equation (39) is
equal to the reduction in
(equation (~)).
C% ca~ed by plan form
The reduction in oh is therefore
6t
()‘W Cz
equal to the reduction in c% t-s the ratio /aA “
In order to
correct-ion
\ “lCZ
estimate the magnitude of the aspect-ratto
()a% *Z ~
ch
,8 = c%t
and—=—
()
may be used
2.5% CZ
for usual tab-elevator-chord ratios of about 0.2. (See
referenoe Z7.) Also from reference 1, % =0”> ;%
therefore, the reduction in
%5
caused by aerod~amic
t
induction is approximately O.&
and, furthers Chat = o.80h 6*
EquatiOn (39) may usually
for full-span-tab arrangements
EXPERIMENTAL V
of the reduction in ch
6
for a full-span tab.
be used to estimate ~
6%
with sufficient aocuracy.
ERIFICATIOll
Results of wind-tunnel tests are available for
three finft%-span models of’horizontal tslls of
NAOA 0009 seotfon and aspect ratio 3 (references 4
and ~ and unpublished data). These tail surfaces have
rectangular, elliptical, and linearly tapered 2:1 plan
forms l All have full-span elevators.
In each of these reports, tables are p=sented @v@
a comparison of the experimental values and tb values
computed for C~ by use of the Jones edge-velocity
correction, and for c% by use of both the Jones
-.
.-
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edge-velocity correction and the additional aspect-ratio
correction resulting from the aerodynamically induced
elliptic loading (reference l). At the time of publica-
tion of reference 1 no values of the correction for Cha
were available.
For the various arrangements for which data are
available, values of cLas ()% CL$ ~ha s and c% were
computed by the method presented herein and are presented
in table I.
The agreement between the measured and the calcu-
lated values for all the parameters is believed to be
satisfactory considering the probable,accuracy of the
measured dat ,
f)
although the estimated values of the
parameter % CL seem slightly greater than those
obtained by lifting-line theory and the aspect-ratio
corrections to Cha for the elevators without overhang
balance do not seem tobe quite large enough. The three-
dimensional boundary-layer flows, especially for the
tapered wing model with a sweptforward and beveled
trailing edge, is believed to be the main cause of the
discrepancy. The aspect-ratio corrections for the
elevators with overhang balance, however, are slightly
too large. The lifting-surface-theory aspect-ratio
corrections are generally much more accurate than the
lifting-line-theory corrections; however, the values
of Cha computed by me-s of lifting-line theory are
in fair agreement for the elevators with moderate amounts
of overhang balance.
CONCLUDING REMARK
The lifting-surface-theory method
believed to all~w a satisfactory estima~ion ofthe lift
and hinge-moment parameters of horizontal-tail surfaces
with full-span elevators from the section data. The
a application of the method is fairly simple and requires
no knowledge of lifting-surface theory. A comparison
.
presented is
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.
of experimental finite-span lift and hinge-momenti
parameters &or three horizontal tail surfaoes with the1 parameters estimated by the method provided a satisfactory
verification of the method.
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Langley Field, Va., April 25, 1~~6
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